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Pathtech would like to thank our forensic
customers who visited our stand at the
recent ANZFSS Symposium, held in Perth
from the 9th to 13th of September.
It was an honour to be a part of this Symposium and to
be able to show our appreciation of your support over
the years. This year’s gala dinner was spectacular with
an impressive “Game of Thrones” theme. Congratulations
to all the winners on the night.
This year, Pathtech decided to highlight our latest portable
forensic technology, so we incorporated this theme into our
stand by presenting a crime scene backdrop (complete with
bloody footprints!). It took many months of planning and we
were delighted with the outcome. We took the opportunity
to launch our new range of equipment: the Pixplorer, Light
Cube, Trace Drug Surface Testing and Zygem. We also
included the Crime Lite 82S, TraceX and SceneView.
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We continued our popular quest to search for the fastest
puzzle solver, this time with a new and improved puzzle.
Our participants proudly took up the challenge with the goal
to obtain the prestigious golden trophy. The lead changed
several times as the anticipation grew. However, on the
last day, the last participant - took out the prize solving
the puzzle in an impressive 1 min and 21 sec.
We would like to congratulate, Victoria Police’s own
“Sarah Weller” as the winner for the second time! She
cleared the field by a massive 40 seconds and beat her
2016 performance by 1 minute. Now she needs to make
some room for her second trophy. Will she be back to
defend her title at the next ANZFSS?
Please Note: The ANZFSS puzzle has a hidden message
once it is assembled. Email kj.wong@pathtech.com.au
once you decipher it.
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foster+freeman Crime Lite 82S

The prestigious Pathtech Golden Trophy

ZyGEM DNA Extraction Kits

Sarah Weller (Victoria Police) in action

We hope you all enjoyed this
year’s ANZFSS 24th International
Symposium as much as we did.
See you all in Sydney
in two years’ time.

KJ Wong presenting the trophy to Sarah Weller

